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Feels just like playing a real RPG but is a fantasy game inspired by the works of Japanese RPGs,
merging together a variety of genres, such as ninja and survival action. It was developed with the
belief that video games should be enjoyed by everyone, and will hopefully bring joy to people who
have not yet had the chance to experience the sensation of being immersed in a new role-playing

game. * WEBSITE * STORY * INSTAGRAM * LINKEDIN * SNAPCHAT * FACEBOOK * SUPPORT *
----------------------------------------------------------------------- By downloading this game, you are agreeing to
the Master Agreement *1.0.0 is the beta version. . The final version of the game may differ from the

beta version. . *All characters and elements are trademarks and copyrights of their respective
owners. . *EYE BLACK, Eyeblack, The Elden Ring Serial Key, and Elden Ring are trademarks of Eye

BLACK. *All contents and graphics are trademarks and copyrights of their respective owners. . *You
are solely responsible for any mistakes that occur while using the game and agree to hold EYE

BLACK harmless from any resulting damages.* . *Do not redistribute the game. You may not modify
the game for any personal use.* . *The game is not a child-friendly game. It contains content that
could be considered offensive, so do not download this game if your age group is 12 or younger.* .
*It is forbidden to re-sell the game or any content included in the game. If you receive the game for
free, and make profit from it, we will track you down and hunt you.* . *EYE BLACK and its subsidiary
companies do not receive any financial benefit from the sale or licensing of this game. The purchase
price of this game does not include any form of compensation. No advice or information concerning

this game has been provided by EYE

Elden Ring Features Key:
An Action RPG game that puts the player in the stage of the adventure, guiding the character to

progress in the game by entering dungeons.
Explore vast lands full of excitement, the heart of which is a place full of dungeons.

A game where the various thoughts of the characters in the world collide: your actions as a hero are
in accordance with the actions of your companions.

A universal world with a comprehensive background. The story is related to the Lands Between, a
large world. The vast lands of the Lands Between encompass several countries and it is filled with a

variety of situations.

VALENTINE WEEKEND!2015-02-12T19:50:00

Greetings, adventurers!
Charter Rewards has started Valentine Weekend 2015! During this period you can participate in the
following events: 
  Bowborne Sword Enhancement
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Increase the weapon enhancement level for a limited time! Upgrade to a Legendary Sword 

  Enhancing Genesis
Recruit 4 members of your party to enhance the Genesis for 10 days. Transitioning to Myths 

  Bowborne Booster Potion
Prolong your bow's ammunition for 3 days. Get at least 500 arrows for your bow and ammunition for your
bow. 

  Bowborne Enhancer Potion
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